Title: A PREDICTIVE USER INTERFACE SYSTEM

Abstract: A user interface system decreases the number of user interactions with a computer user interface, used to select items in multiple related menus, through a comprehensive heuristic menu arrangement control by providing several discrete, yet complementary, features. The system enables user selection of related parameters identifying an order for providing an item. A repository includes information identifying candidate items for order and associated corresponding related order parameters. An individual item for order is associated with multiple related order parameters. A user interface processor provides data representing a display image identifying an initial complete candidate order including multiple related parameters, in response to user entry of order-associated data. In response to user selection of an individual parameter of the initial complete candidate order, the user interface processor provides data representing multiple, different individually user selectable complete candidate orders incorporating corresponding sets of different related order parameters. The complete candidate orders are derived using the repository and based on user ordering history. The user interface processor selects one of the multiple, different individually user selectable complete candidate orders in response to a user command.
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